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.
Good Monday Noon Hour,
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our 
Minds, on our Lips, and in our Hearts.
.
.
.
Index Number 969:
.
.
.
.
In this morning's post, ..
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10226702102282992
.
I reflected back to an early post, ..
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10226624682787553
.
.. Related to the Sacred and Profane Analogy to the Math symbols Pi, 
'e' – natural logarithm – in relation of Jesus Christ, Mary, Cane, Adam, 
and all our souls.
.
I remembered a very good video related to calculating quickly the 
math function square-root; sqrt(x)^2 = x, used in a popular video 
game which was very fast compared to the better accuracy version 
offer by the normal math libraries, and not inaccurate enough to 
cause problems.
.
They used it for speed, but such may be valuable - in the need to not 
make a Call to Operating System (OS), such as when impossible when 
writing very low level computer code – such as in RT-Linus – or when 
the OS is suspect, like in detecting and cleaning computer Viruses 
(Analogy – Demons) which embedded in the OS.
.
.
This video is a good example because they use some 'tricks' such as I 
discussed in the changing Bases (to 'e', for example) and using the 
known format of bit-patterns to facilitate functionality that otherwise 
would be much more involved (slower) or require OS Calls.
.
Also, consider the calculated curve compared to the Library output, 
and how the 'down-shifted' offset was used, and although they do 
not provide it – imagine the Difference between them along the axis, 
and think of that as proportional to the needed adjustment – the 
differential – and to how that might be used in a second iteration to 
increase the 'overlap', and think of this as being used by Satan.exe to 
generate changes in our repeating Day-of-Bread, that Holy Mary 
increases Holy Neural Network connection 'weights' to Saints and 
decreased to those linked to us from lower on Jacob's Ladder.
.
If that is clear ..
.
“Fast Inverse Square Root — A Quake III Algorithm”
by Nemean 
https://youtu.be/p8u_k2LIZyo
.
.
.
.
And I wanted to discuss Bed-Bugs, Corporations, Governments.
.
We realize that if we were near Perfect, all Saints, we would not need 
Church & Governments.
.
It should follow that Governments are similar to 'crutches' we apply to 
ourselves and each other, realizing that we and other are not Perfect, 
and so need some rules, punishment, and incentives to help us and 
each other.
.
But our Governments are not Perfect, yet in good faith all are trying 
to be, is the ideal. 
.
Government is like the Land Lord Corporation of an apartment 
building who you pay rent (taxes) and they upkeep, lay-out rules, and 
deal with problems, etc.
.
.
Now - this following Analogy is Hypothetical, I will not be accusing, 
but using some real things mixed with 'what-ifs' to my personal 
experiences.
.
.
What if .. you have a Land Lord that informs you that 'Bed-Bugs' are a 
problem in the building and insist that they 'inspect' for them, even 
though not only no sign of them, you rarely or never leave the 
apartment, and “if it ain't broke – don't fix it”, etc .. but they insist.
.
And two days after the inspection you find you have bites from such 
in the morning, ..
. 
Then - say - you find that the Land Lord Corporation has a 'cleaning 
service' that is used for those in building that have the problem, and it 
costs something near to the security deposit.
.
Do you wonder if the Bed-Bugs just happened to come through the 
wall outlet, or the inspectors brought them in .. accidentally or 
otherwise?
.
.
So, the Rent may only be the start, the 'Milking' our Suffering though 
extra (contrived) costs and perhaps the pleasure for vicious people to 
Manage – threats of forced leaving or poorer services, and other 
things possible – that are what we see in our government and others 
in Power over us, especially those Hyper-empowered and hyper-
protected – like women in general we forced to work and be near, and 
say the daughters of a family owned business who lack virtue and 
enjoy making men suffer who do not suck their Master (Satan's) 
Strap-on - through Speech [not staying silent] against Witches 
torturing our Babies to death, or whatever - and so refuse selling us 
coffee, for example.
.
.
I also bring this up because of this morning Post, and the 'You will 
own nothing and be happy', the renting instead of buying, our 
government (evil-Zionist Witch family rulers) pouring our Tax and 
Debt money into the evil-Zionist Witch rulers' CorpDragons to 
purchase up most properties, while passing laws to restrict single 
family homes, etc.
.
(Again, I'm not accusing anyone I'm connected with., ..
.
.. I happen to see a little bug crawling on he outside of my window 
while I was praying and thought - what if that was a Bed-Bug, that the 
building was so infested (and weather good) that they are not only in 
the walls, but crawling around the outside – too small to be stopped 
by the screens, etc, and as such happens – linked it to this evil-Zionist 
Witch filled #CntHell through my .. Quantum Conduit Brain into 
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 through my .. Quantum Conduit Brain into 
something that communicates the evil that slimes in Power over us 

all, Government, Corporations, courts, .., that Law-makers pretending 
to 'help' actually part of the evil, as is media, education, health, ...)
.
.
Speaking of which, I like these guys because Robert Barnes (and Viva) 
often points out the clear festering vile evil we have through our 
Judges, police, DA's, Juries, Media, corpDragons, ...
.
How long into this do you think you need to go into this video before 
you hear of some?
.
.
“Ep. 66: Father's Day Special! Viva & Barnes LIVE!”
by Viva Frei 
https://youtu.be/4dwbLwKcms0
(waiting for BitChute URL)
.
.
God Bless them, and us all!
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.
.
.
.
PS. This Morning's Post, ..
.
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10226702102282992
.
.
.
.
Alt: https://www.youtube.com/user/Steve2Work/discussion
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